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The note reviews two previous workshops and makes a list of findings and recommendations for further workshops
Radio is seen as a good medium for creating awareness and strengthening beliefs. Best results are ensured by
carrying the same message in different media, such posters and leaflets to support a radio campaign.
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, , . Self-evaluation of the workshop by the participants must
be attempted.
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ui. For the time-being, we should concentrate only on radio
as our focal medium around which the communication strategy
should be built. Other medfa may be planned just to
supplement radio but not to substitute it. Therefore,
only radio programmers and the health extension workers
should be the participants of these workshops. *e need
not involve TV and the publications authors in these
workshops and.therefore, there should b© no need for
resource persons from TV, etc. Possibly wo may plan
separate workshops for TV and publication producers in
future. -

\v.The overall budget of communication campaign should
have three distinct parts as (i) Audience profile study
with follow-up monitoring and evaluation. (ii) Media
perfection - Radio workshop (ill) campaign implementation —
providing for.the media including radio sets, publications,
posters and other supporting material like adapted Indoor
games, etc. Funds for this may come from different sources.

v. Before the workshop we have to have the audience profiles
mailed to the participants who need to be nominated by the
respective departments well in advance.

V). The workshop should last at least for a week to give
enough time to the participants to visit the area and
also to plan produce and test at least one model programme
before the end of the workshop.

V,j, As far as possible the participants of the workshop
should be drawn from the radio stations of the areas which
are being covered by a single programme of the UNICES, and
are homogeneous in terms of language, agro-economic conditions,
and socio-cultural configurations. Radio stations and
participants from areas with diverse audience needs and
profiles will not be able to give effective communication
programmes.

vji) While making arrangements for participants, their complete
comfort should be kept in mind. As far as possible they
should be lodged at a single place. Arrangements for boarding
should also be common for all to provide maximum opportunities
to the participants, the resource persons and the officials
to mix up and have informal discussions.

j* The UNICEF should bear the full cost towards the lodging
and boarding of the participants and rather than giving any
amount in cash to them, the money may be invested in enriching
the food quality, and providing them pother comforts.
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* Communication planning without the essential component
of feedback in it makes little sense. Therefore, to see that
the communication achieves the desired objectives we have to
give constant monitoring and summative evaluation on a*Aantific
lines its proper place in our communication strategy.•
Necessary provisions shall have to be made in oar plane for

^ *,?^t* 1* always visualised in a time-frame, and therefor*
the kind of communication strategy we Intend to implement
has to be time-bound. A communication campaign carried

° w*?f efforts. Therefore the dissemination of messages
and the accompanying feedback monitoring has to be planned
for a period of 3 to 12 months depending upon the needs of the
audience and requirements of the project.

J9, Uedla planning requires perfection of the messages and the
channels before the actual communication exercise is under-
taken. I visualise the series of radio workshops that we have
undertaken only as the series of exercises to plan the medium
of radio in a manner that it serves our purpose effectively.
Viewed from this angle the radio workshop is just only
a part of our bigger communication strategy which we should
implement in support of the DNICEF project,being Implemented
in the area. ^

With "these observations I would suggest the following
U h di i O n S ln OUI> p l a n n i n g of the communication strategy

I. Sine© UNICES!, has been the prime mover behind the idea
of making more effective use of radio in educating the rural
families and the housewives about the problems of mothers
and children, only it can visualise the best as to how is
I5*\*S **? achieved? Therefore, the major policies, including
the budget in this regard, should be decided, once for all, ,
to be handed over to the organisers, as standard guidelines,
so that each organisation involved is clear about its role
in the workshop. \\

U, Since UNICEF decides the policy and fimances the workshops it
has to ensure that the programme proceeds on the lines
envisaged. For doing so it should name, as a matter of principle
its own man (e.g. PVK) as the Director of the workshop, and
give the honour of coordination of the whole show to the
head of the institution or his nominee who should be named as the
coordinator of the workshop responsible for all arrangements
and accounts. The official from the Government Department, who '
is responsible for implementing the UNICEF programme should
also be the coordinator of the entire campaign of communication.
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